
12 Best Minecraft Server Hosting 2022 (Cheap & Free
Options)
 

With the numerous Minecraft Server Hosting providers offering nice options at competitive

prices, choosing one is perhaps a troublesome job? And when it comes to Minecraft, the very

best is not at all times essentially the most costly.
 

There are numerous variables that decide the very best Minecraft hosting to your needs.

These embrace reminiscence, hardware and more which might be explained within the

article below. Understanding these variables will help you realize which features you need

probably the most. It may possibly make it easier to avoid overspending on a server that’s

underdelivering.
 

We made a listing of the perfect 12 Minecraft Server Hosting Suppliers out there on the

market together with the things you should search for to make sure that there is no lagging in

your server. So with out additional ado, let’s get began!
 

Greatest Minecraft Server Hosting Suppliers
 

1. Shockbyte
 

Finest overall Minecraft server hosts with essentially the most highly effective hardware.
 

Customers vary from small-scale Minecraft server networks to massive-scale Minecraft

server networks with hundreds of gamers. There isn't a restrict to how massive your server

can get with Shockbyte. You'll be able to alter any facet of your sport server at any time. You

have complete control over the server kind, plugins, and mods.
 

All of Shockbyte’s plans include:
 

100% of uptime - All network outages are coated by their SLA 

 

Guaranteed DDOS protection - Even when they cannot stop an assault, you might be lined

by the SLA 

 

Instant setup - Their automated system will immediately activate your new server. 

 

24/7 support - The help crew is continually present to help you with something 

 

Free subdomain - You get to choose a custom IP along with your server identify without

spending a dime 

 

 

All of that makes Shockbyte an superior choice for Minecraft Server Renting and Hosting.



Furthermore, all the packages help modpacks and you can even add customized worlds.

When you've got difficulties there is a tutorial that breaks down the method.
 

Shockbyte runs a extra highly effective hardware than any of their rivals and the selection of

hardware is carefully chosen so that you get the smoothest experience possible on your

service kind. Actually, Shockbyte is the only one utilizing NVMe SSDs for Minecraft Hosting

Providers. These SSDs are 6x quicker than commonplace SATA SSDs.
 

Certainly one of the benefits of Shockbyte is that you can create your personal server by

uploading your personal plugins to customize your server. Besides, Shockbyte also provides

a devoted IP addon for its higher tier users.
 

Furthermore Shockbyte has a 24/7 buyer support, accessible through dwell chats and

emails. The shopper help workforce is made up of minecraft server consultants that may deal

with any of your tough issues.
 

Shockbyte affords 10 Minecraft server hosting plans, catering for enjoying in small to large

teams. From the shopper area, you can upgrade or downgrade your plan at any time.
 

The schedule change is applied mechanically and immediately once you ship the order.

Whenever you update, no information or settings are lost; your server is just updated to the

new plan you've chosen.
 

Shockbyte also lets you pay quarterly, semi-yearly or annually, in addition to monthly billing.

You can even pay through PayPal which is the safest approach to make on-line payments.

Thus, there are many ways which you can rent a Minecraft server with Shockwave.
 

- Nice customer support 

 

- Automatic server arrange 

 

- Powerful hardware 

 

- 24/7 buyer assist 

 

- Dedicated IP handle 

 

- Uses NVMe SSD 

 

 

Cons
 

- Lengthy ready instances for server arrange 

 



- Advanced set up of modpacks 

 

 

2. Apex Hosting
 

Greatest Minecraft server hosting provider for novices and amateurs
 

Apex Hosting is a widely known web site offering Minecraft internet hosting services that

supply a variety of features on all its packages namely:
 

- Limitless participant slots 

 

- Full DDoS safety 

 

- Automated backups 

 

- Blazing quick hardware 

 

- One-click pack installers 

 

- Free server transfers 

 

- Free subdomain 

 

- Highly effective management panel 

 

- Unlimited storage 

 

- Dedicated IP out there 

 

- Preconfigured minigames 

 

- Free MySQL database 

 

 

What makes Apex Internet hosting a very talked-about alternative is how simple it's for any

newcomers to get began. Apex internet hosting in addition has video tutorials together with

24/7 customer support to help you in case of an emergency.
 

Apex Hosting additionally affords a variety of 16 server locations, including:
 

- US 

 

- UK 



 

- Canada 

 

- France 

 

- Australia 

 

- China 

 

- Singapore 

 

 

The different server areas keep latency to a naked minimum, thus delivering a clean and

quick server for an optimum consumer experience.
 

Certainly one of the important thing reasons Apex is so standard amongst Minecraft fans is

that it supplies complete server energy, in addition to world-class help, fast connections, and

a plethora of server version choices.
 

Additionally, Apex Hosting has a robust database system that makes use of MySQL system

as a reference. Depending in your subscription, you may get as much as 10GB of

reminiscence with Apex Hosting.
 

If safety is one area of concern for you, Apex Internet hosting is protected in opposition to

DDoS attacks and provides SSL certificates to encrypt your server’s information for max

safety and privacy. The safety options are available throughout all plans.
 

Apex Internet hosting gives 9 totally different Minecraft server hosting packs and the choice

of adding a proxy. Probably the most basic bundle starts at $4.49/month ($5.Ninety nine after

the first month) to the superior server one at $59.99/month ($79.99 after the first month).
 

The proxy possibility costs $2.24/month ($2.99 after the primary month). This isn't over yet!

You even have the chance to additional enhance the help supplied by :
 

- paying $5/month in addition to the fee of the bundle 

 

- Including one time purchases starting from $10 (Permissions setup) to $25 (Modpack

creation professional) 

 

 

There is also the choice of being billed quarterly (every 3 months) to get a 10% discount.
 

- Simple management panel 

 



- Video tutorials for inexperienced persons 

 

- 24/7 customer service 

 

- Simple to set up 

 

- Limitless number of gamers 

 

- 7-day cash back guarantee 

 

- Computerized backup 

 

- Free subdomain title 

 

- Advanced DDoS protection 

 

- 99.9% uptime 

 

 

Cons
 

- More expensive than competitors 

 

- Not suitable for small servers 

 

 

3. GG Servers
 

Best Minecraft server hosting company for gamers on a finances
 

GG Servers is a Canadian company based with the only purpose of offering excessive-

quality recreation servers at a low price. They have been continuously reviewing their

offerings over the last six years to make sure that they're offering optimum value with out

chopping corners.
 

GG Servers has served lots of of 1000's of shoppers and has built a marketable status over

time. Gamers, no matter their desired server measurement will all profit from GG Servers’

Minecraft dedicated server hosting plans.
 

The novice host doesn’t have to pay a lot if they want a comparatively small server. Those

wanting for giant servers have a variety of choices too. Some servers are large sufficient to

accommodate from 60 to 144 players. If that isn't enough, you may additionally change to a

premium bundle for twice the month-to-month charges with superior options like:
 



- DDR4 2400 MHz RAM 

 

- High Priority 4.4-5 GHz CPU 

 

- 2500 MB/s+ SSD 

 

- MySQL database 

 

- Limitless slots 

 

- All 9 locations 

 

 

GG Servers also has a database provided by MySQL to kind and classify your knowledge for

Minecraft. Nevertheless, the database characteristic is just accessible for the premium

subscription plan customers.
 

Moreover, the minecraft internet hosting server helps some of the most popular Modpacks,

together with Spigot, FTB, PaperMC, and Twitch. In a single click on, you possibly can

download and set up the Modpacks on your server.
 

To provide excessive-quality graphics and retailer your Minecraft world, GG Servers offers

powerful storage to prevent any lagging. Just like Shockbyte, GG Servers also provide NVMe

SSD, the most powerful memory available on the market for premium packages.
 

Like its competitors, GG Services provide many Minecraft server hosting plans, catering for

various needs. The essential plan right here begins at $3/month while the premium plans go

up to $72/month.
 

All the plans embrace:
 

DDoS protection - An automatic DDoS protection works to maintain your server on-line 

 

9 international places - It enables low latency taking part in everywhere 

 

Modpack help - Simple installation and swap between modpacks anytime 

 

Unmetred SSD storage - Normal for all services 

 

24/7/265 help - Talk to a help agent via stay chat any time of the day 

 

 

Furthermore, GG Servers presents a 50% low cost for first-time customers for the first

invoice. You may as well pay your month-to-month subscriptions through the use of credit



card, Paypal or Bitcoin.
 

- Great customer service 

 

- Environment friendly and quick technical help 

 

- Tutorial movies to assist troubleshooting 

 

- Easy and exact customer assist 

 

 

Cons
 

- Complicated setup process 

 

- Long ready instances for ticketing system 

 

 

4. Hostinger
 

Finest Minecraft server hosting supplier for simple servers with basic features
 

Hostinger is a website builder and hosting (including Minecraft server hosting) platform.
 

It has 5 completely different hosting plans and all of them provide the following options:
 

- Mod support 

 

- Full root entry 

 

- DDos protection 

 

- Free MySQL 

 

- PCI-DSS compliant 

 

- Automated off-site backups 

 

- 99.99% uptime SLA 

 

 

Furthermore, Hostinger has servers in the next areas: the US, Netherlands, Lithuania,

Singapore, and the United kingdom. With data centers in a number of areas, Hostinger

ensures little to no lagging during Minecraft games. 



 

For newbies who don't want advanced Minecraft internet hosting options, Hostinger supplies

the ideal packages for you. The server’s network configuration can also be robotically set up

for you after the registration course of.
 

Hostinger also presents lightning-quick pace for Minecraft Servers throughout all of its data

centers. Due to this fact, your viewers will expertise quick and easy Minecraft video games

without any lagging.
 

Moreover, Hostinger utilizes VPS servers to offer Minecraft internet hosting plans to their

users. Constructed on VPS servers, you can benefit from the devoted assets which can be

needed to host a Minecraft server.
 

As for buyer assist, Hostinger supplies a 24/7 reside chat function to help you together with

your server’s problems. Nevertheless, you could log in on the Hostinger webpage before

accessing the stay chat support.
 

Hostinger has 5 hosting plans, starting from the most affordable plan beginning at

$8.95/month to essentially the most costly plan at $129.95/month. Furthermore, a 30-day

cash again guarantee is obtainable for first time customers if you would like to check out the

features first.
 

You may as well choose from the different billing methods for the Minecraft hosting plants.

These include monthly, yearly, 2-years, or 4-years contracts. Also, the 4-year contract has

essentially the most discounted month-to-month bill in comparison with the month-to-month

plans.
 

- Automatic server set up 

 

- Automated off-site backups 

 

- Inexpensive costs for a long-time subscription. 

 

- 99.99% uptime 

 

- Pre-installed mods 

 

- 30-day cash-back guarantee 

 

 

Cons
 

- Discounted plans require upfront payment 

 



- Log in entry for live chat help 

 

- Long response time from buyer support workforce 

 

 

5. ScalaCube
 

Finest Minecraft hosting server supplier for VPS plans and unlimited visitors
 

ScalaCube is a Minecraft internet host that provides virtual personal server (VPS) plans for a

variety of gaming wants. For the first month, plans are provided at a 50% discount. The

features are trade-customary and comparable to the market's top rivals.
 

ScalaCube provides Minecraft dedicated server hosting. ScalaCube is certainly value for

money with all of the free additions that come into their plans.
 

ScalaCube also affords the next options:
 

- Mod and plugin support 

 

- DDoS protection 

 

- Ultra low latency 

 

- 24/7 servers and assist 

 

- Free subdomain 

 

- Computerized backups 

 

 

The above is included for all Minecraft server hosting plans. ScalaCube is fashionable for its

extremely low latency. In fact, if you are playing on-line, latency is certainly one of a very

powerful factors to think about.
 

Moreover, you also get conventional webhosting features, equivalent to a control panel and

root entry. ScalaCube also supplies a dependable database system through the use of the

MySQL database software program. The database system ensures that essentially the most

present version of your Minecraft world is accurately saved.
 

When using ScalaCube, you also get a pre-configured server with SSD storage for limitless

site visitors without any lagging. ScalaCube presents a 99.9% uptime assure to make sure

that your server is all the time available on your audience.You can even take pleasure in

different ScalaCube options equivalent to PHP, phpMyAdmin and Apache that are available



on all plans.
 

ScalaCube offers Minecraft server hosting companies at reasonably priced rates, which start

at $zero a month for single participant slots to $96/month for big 600 participant slots and an

infinite number of recreation servers.
 

The servers can easily assist a large number of players, offered that the restricted amount of

RAM and CPU power usually are not exceeded. The upper the tier of the Minecraft server

hosting plan, the more SSD and CPU Energy is out there.
 

ScalaCube is among the finest Minecraft Server Hosting Providers when it comes to costs.

For example, at only $2.5 a month you get a whooping 10 GB of SSD storage!
 

- Vast variety of mods obtainable 

 

- Straightforward to create multiple servers 

 

- Good uptime 

 

- Good customer support 

 

 

Cons
 

- Requires at some point notice for refund 

 

- Long waiting instances for server set up 

 

- Free server plan has limited choices 

 

 

6. MCProHosting
 

Best Minecraft server hosting firm for 24/7 monitoring of servers
 

MCProHosting is a platform offering Minecraft hosting companies. It has 9 plans to select

from and all of them have these options in frequent:
 

- Unlimited storage space 

 

- 24/7 help 

 

- Enterprise-grade hardware 

 



- Unrestricted file entry 

 

- Worldwide areas 

 

- Normal DDoS protection 

 

 

MCProHosting has 23 servers dispersed in 6 totally different continents. It provides a 7-day

free trial earlier than making your purchase. Additionally, MCProHosting has constructed-in

modifications and plug-ins that may be installed in one click.
 

As well as, the control panel was designed to fit a mobile phone display screen, enabling you

to regulate your server even in your phone. If you have any issues ranging from modpacks to

upgrades, MCProHosting offers customer support from Minecraft server professionals.
 

MCProHosting affords 24/7 customer assist that is available by way of live chats, telephone

calls and emails. The ready occasions for buyer assist may vary between 0-15 minutes,

which is reasonably good compared to its competitors.
 

Nevertheless, one disadvantage for MCProHosting is the limited DDoS safety that it

presents. Downtime can also be a common prevalence amongst MCProHosting servers

which is a considerable problem for Minecraft servers.
 

MCProHosting has 9 plans which will be damaged down into 2 classes particularly:
 

- The regular plans (6 options) 

 

- The titan plans (3 choices) 

 

 

The common plans vary from $7.99/month (Steve plan) with a 25 participant limit to

$55.99/month (Herobrine plan) with no limit to the variety of players that may be a part of. In

contrast, the titan plans include three totally different plans that start with a whopping 16 GB

at $64.99/month (elder guardian plan).
 

But, essentially the most costly one at $99.99/month (ender dragon plan) with 32 GB of RAM

for up to one thousand players. The difference between the regular and the titan plan is that

the latter has the last word server management and Shield included. Additionally, all the 9

packs have four billing cycle choice specifically:
 

- Monthly cycle 

 

- 3 month (1 month free) 

 



- 6 month (2 months free) 

 

- 12 month (4 months free) 

 

 

Buyer Overview
 

- 7-day free trial 

 

- Limitless storage area 

 

- Phone monitoring 

 

- 24/7 support 

 

 

Cons
 

- No computerized backup 

 

- Additional costs for bolstered safety 

 

- Expensive plans in comparison with opponents 

 

- Restricted DDoS safety 

 

 

7. HostHavoc
 

Greatest Minecraft server hosting firm for fast loading and response times.
 

HostHavoc was founded on the belief that they may offer sincere, excessive-performance

internet hosting companies for a lower value. The founders are all gamers at HostHavoc.

They take pleasure in taking part in the video games they host and have actual-world

experience of running servers for fun.
 

This leads to a level of data and enthusiasm that they guarantee you is not going to find

anywhere else. HostHavoc caters for a wide range of server needs and it is very possible

that you discover a plan that seems to be tailor-made to your preferences and finances.
 

All of HostHavoc’s Minecraft devoted server internet hosting plans characteristic:
 

Immediate server activation 

 



Automatic modpack installer 

 

Actual particular person 24/7 help - Average response time is less than quarter-hour 

 

DDoS safety - Thanks to inline security appliances, you'll be able to remain on-line even

throughout probably the most extreme DDoS attacks 

 

Scheduled backups 

 

Compatibility with all mod packs 

 

 

Their Intel U.2 NVMe SSD drives for the cloud have the fastest server loading and response

occasions. It is now not vital to wait minutes for your enormous Minecraft world to load!

Moreover, the hosting software program is constructed on slicing-edge server hardware.
 

Solely the most recent generation Xeon and Ryzen processors, which are suitable for

Minecraft servers, are used to energy your Minecraft servers. Additionally, 10 World

Knowledge Centers can be found, unfold throughout Australia, Europe and North America,

for lower latency occasions.
 

HostHavoc additionally offers 24/7/365 customer assist with quick and efficient responses to

your questions. The workforce includes Minecraft server consultants that may rectify your

downside very quickly.
 

HostHavoc provides eight Minecraft Server Hosting plans, accommodating each very small

and huge servers. HostHavoc’s fundamental plan is costlier than its opponents, beginning at

$5 a months nevertheless it comes with:
 

- Limitless NVMe SSD Storage 

 

- 1 GB RAM 

 

- 1-four participant slots are really useful for this server 

 

 

Additionally, HostHavoc affords a 3-day money again assure where they are going to refund

you if you are not satisfied with their services. Nonetheless three days is considerably shorter

compared to the 30-day guarantee from Hostinger.
 

- Nice tech and buyer help 

 

- Simple to extend RAM 

 



- Servers are extremely quick 

 

 

Cons
 

- Expensive plans 

 

- Relatively small product vary 

 

 

8. BisectHosting
 

Greatest Minecraft server hosting firm for wonderful 24/7 customer assist
 

Bisect Internet hosting is a Minecraft server hosting platform that gives 8 completely different

plans and all of them embody these features:
 

- On the spot setup with free MySQL 

 

- Free full FTP 

 

- Entry Multicraft control panel 

 

- JAR Assist 

 

- Limitless NVMe SSD 

 

- DDOS safety 

 

 

Bisect Internet hosting offers quite a lot of Minecraft server hosting options, including budget

and premium packages with 1GB to 32GB of RAM. Bisect Hosting gives a simple setup,

limitless slots (in premium packages), free MySQL, free subdomains, modpack updates, and

more, making it a compelling selection.
 

Funds and premium bundle decisions let you decide and select the options that are most

necessary to you, and 24/7 support ensures that you simply get all of the allow you to need.

For the customer assist, Bisect Internet hosting has a ticketing system with ready instances

ranging around 20 minutes.
 

With eight server locations all over the world, you have plenty of selections for holding

latency to a minimum. These servers are strategically positioned within the United States,

United Kingdom, France, Poland, Russia, and Canada. It's also value mentioning that your

server is totally freed from DDoS attacks.



 

In case you are occupied with JAR (Java Version Servers), Bisect Hosting additionally

presents extra assist for JAR customers. All premium packages also come with free custom-

made IP addresses and Modpacks installations for an improved Minecraft expertise.
 

Moreover, while most Minecraft hosting servers provide a conventional control panel, Bisect

Internet hosting offers a Multicraft panel for all of its plans. Igralni gives a user-friendly

interface with all features to manage and handle your server.
 

Transferring files in and out of your minecraft server could also be crucial. To help the

alternate of data, Bisect Hosting offers free FTP entry to facilitate the transfer and

administration of add-ons.
 

Bisect Hosting provides packages ranging from $5/month for probably the most primary plan

(grass pack) and $80/month for the most costly one (Diamond pack). The Minecraft internet

hosting server also gives personalized servers.
 

You may design your individual server based on the number of players that you've got and

the mod you need pre-installed. Premium plans offer extra features equivalent to:
 

- Automatic every day backup 

 

- Extra areas 

 

- A dedicated IP tackle. 

 

- Limitless slots 

 

- Free modpack installation and updates 

 

- Free cauldron installation 

 

- Free sponge set up 

 

 

Bisect Hosting also affords promotions for contracts longer than one month. The most

affordable ones vary amongst quarterly, six-months and annual contracts. Nevertheless,

longer contracts have a cancellation policy that you are taking into consideration.
 

- Customized JAR assistance 

 

- Multicraft interface 

 

- Free subdomain 

https://www.igralni.com/


 

- Straightforward to arrange Minecraft server 

 

- Very reasonably priced 

 

- No automatic backup 

 

 

Cons
 

- Occasional downtime 

 

- Automatic backup out there for premium plans only 

 

- Limited entry to dedicated IP handle 

 

 

9. Server.professional
 

Finest Minecraft hosting server supplier for a free plan including fundamental options
 

Server.Pro is a sport internet hosting company from Sweden with the purpose to supply

prime quality free and premium recreation hosting to a worldwide audience. Server.Pro has a

really restricted vary of server plans however is one of the vital inexpensive out on the

market.
 

One among the primary benefits that comes with basic options is the simplicity of the

interface. You possibly can facilitate the registration course of by signing up along with your

Facebook account. It prevents you from creating an account from scratch.
 

Furthermore, the management panel is person-pleasant, and thus excellent for

inexperienced persons. The multi-admin management panel provides entry to numerous

administrators to regulate your server. The management panel also presents one-click

installation of varied plug-ins and modpacks. Yet, the selection is restricted compared to its

rivals.
 

Within the free plan, Server.Professional gives 1GB of reminiscence, a dual-core CPU and

SSD storage. While the plan contains fundamental options, they are sufficient to allow you to

help as much as 20 gamers in your server. In premium plans, you get the same CPU

however with more memory from 2-four GB.
 

However, one predominant disadvantage of Server.Pro is that you don't get limitless storage

for any of its packages. The best storage is at 80GB for premium plans which is not

beneficial compared to the premium packages of different Minecraft hosting servers.



 

The unreliable uptime of Server.Professional is one other limitation. Your server is not

assured to be at all times available in your players not like other Minecraft server hosting

suppliers where uptime is assured.
 

To make up for the lack of storage and unreliable uptime, Server.Professional gives unlimited

participant slots for the paid plans. The higher tier subscriptions also get daily backups, on

the spot set up, and an ad-free experience for a extra pleasant recreation.
 

While Server.Professional is a smaller company compared to its competitors, the server

hosting company still has 9 knowledge centers. The situation of the data centers is across

the different continents with four in Europe, one in Australia, one in Singapore and three in

North America.
 

Server.Pro provides devoted minecraft server hosting services. They only have 5 plans

however you get a low power version of the server without spending a dime to find out if it’s

the one for you. All plans use NVMe SSD Disk Area.
 

The free and premium plans use 2.4 GHz/2.9GHz AMD Epyc 7351P CPUs whereas the pro

plans use 4.7 GHz/5 GHz Intel i7 CPUs. The premium and professional plans solely supply

the following features:
 

- Instantaneous setup 

 

- No promoting or branding 

 

- Each day backups 

 

- Multi-admin - Share management with your folks 

 

- Limitless participant restrict 

 

- Limitless plugin restrict 

 

- Customized JAR 

 

- Modpack Assist 

 

 

As well as, the professional plan has game firewall bespoke to Minecraft servers, a MySQL

server and a dedicated IP. The best tier plan solely costs $40 a month, a lower worth vary for

the premium plan compared to its competitors.
 

- Fast customer support 



 

- Reasonably priced Minecraft plans 

 

- Efficient tech support 

 

- No latency 

 

- Free plan availble 

 

 

Cons
 

- Restricted plan choice 

 

- Long waiting time for buyer help 

 

 

10. Nodecraft
 

Best Minecraft server hosting provider with customized-constructed data centers and

hardware
 

Nodecraft is a Minecraft internet hosting server platform that provides 4 totally different plans

and all of them have the following options:
 

- Unlimited player slots 

 

- Save and swap recreation 

 

- Free subdomain 

 

- Devoted Ip 

 

- DDoS protection 

 

 

As well as, Nodecraft packages allow you to host a server with completely different games

and offers a free trial interval with the option of canceling anytime. It has 14 servers the world

over within the US, Brazil, UK, Netherlands, Romania, Russia, Singapore, Australia, and

New Zealand
 

Nodecraft has a customized-built management panel that gives quick access to options like

safe FTP log in, backups and a real-time console. The person-friendly and unique

management panel can create automated duties, such as restarts.



 

Together with a custom-constructed control panel, Nodecraft provides different knowledge

centers that provide low latency. The information centers are additionally custom-made to

provide powerful hardware that supports massive Minecraft servers.
 

You can pay with different cost methods, together with credit cards since the internet hosting

server has a PCI certified gateway. Nodecraft also supports Paypal and Stripe as cost

gateways to protect your financial info.
 

Moreover, Nodecraft has 24/7 buyer providers that features dedicated Minecraft server

consultants to help you with any points you're facing. The Minecraft server hosting company

additionally has a high customer satisfaction fee among customer evaluations.
 

Nodecraft has 4 totally different plans starting from $9.98/month (nano plan), the most basic

plan, to $39.98/month (omega plan). There can also be the choice of selecting a customized

model the place you can choose your server based on:
 

- The variety of RAM (up to 10 GB) 

 

- The SSD storage (up to 70 GB) 

 

- Backup house ( up to 120 GB) 

 

 

Nodecraft compared to a few of its opponents does not have additional fees for protection or

for a customized IP tackle. Furthermore, you get a 24 hr free trial to test out Nodecraft

subscription plans.
 

- Steady backups 

 

- Stable FTP login 

 

- Real-time console . 

 

- Personalised server internet hosting experience 

 

- Custom IP deal with 

 

 

Cons
 

- Restricted plan choices 

 

- Costly compared to opponents 



 

- 24-hr free trial only 

 

 

11. ServerMiner
 

Best Minecraft server hosting provider for a large choice of Modpacks
 

Since ServerMiner began in 2012, they've been shaping Minecraft Server Hosting with a

simple philosophy - At all times here to help despite the fact that you'll most certainly be fine

as our servers are just that good.
 

Higher plans don't supply extra options however solely help extra gamers in the server and

guarantee a smooth expertise by way of bigger RAM and SSD. In addition to, ServerMiner

makes use of enterprise-level hardware that guarantees fast speeds and powerful efficiency.
 

Because of their collaboration with phoenixNAP, ServerMiner ensures quick responses from

their 24/7 customer help group. In case you have any technical issues, the Minecraft server

professionals can rapidly troubleshoot and discover fast solutions.
 

For a holistic gaming expertise, ServerMiner helps 50,000+ modpacks, starting from

ATLauncher to FTB. Additionally, you possibly can easily create your individual modpack

server in a one-click course of by way of the control panel.
 

ServerMiner additionally has a 99.9% uptime which ensures that all of your players can hook

up with your server 24/7. With actual-time updates, the gamers can even immediately access

the latest modpack installed.
 

When utilizing ServerMiner, you additionally get one of the highly effective management

panels, called the SMpicnic. The cPanel was designed after two years of testing and analysis

to offer superior functionality and performance, including options like Participant Tracker and

World Manager.
 

Furthermore, ServerMiner has a various fee options to match the preferences of their

prospects. Along with card payments, you will pay through Paypal, Universal Pay, UCB and

Discover. It is worth noting that ServerMiner has a pay-as-you-go possibility for clients not

considering contracts.
 

ServerMiner affords dedicated Minecraft server hosting services with a user-pleasant

website. With ServerMiner, you possibly can keep a server so long as you want. There isn't a

obligation to keep a server for a selected period of time. They also supply unlimited world

size.
 

They solely have 7 plans which are quite pricey but you get several features which embrace:
 



On the spot setup - Your server is created inside 30 seconds 

 

Unique entry to SMpicnic - World’s most highly effective minecraft server panel 

 

One click on modpack installer 

 

Player tracker - Unique to SMpicnic 

 

Free stuff - You get a free 10 Slot Mumble Voice Server, BuyCraft Premium, 45 days Enjin

advanced tier web site 

 

 

ServerMiner uses state of the art hardware CPUs from Intel and Ryzen and makes use of

NVMe SSDs. The superior features justify the moderately dear plans. It is sweet to note that

even essentially the most basic plan helps all mods.
 

You
 

- No lagging 

 

- Fast buyer assist 

 

- Pay-as-you-go choice 

 

- Large number of modpacks 

 

- Limitless world size 

 

 

Cons
 

- No handbook backup 

 

- Restricted Plans 

 

- Tedious signing up course of 

 

 

12. CubedHost
 

Greatest Minecraft internet hosting server supplier for highly effective and user-pleasant

control panel
 

CubedHost is a game server hosting platform that gives Minecraft server hosting providers. It



presents 19 completely different plans and all of them give:
 

- An assigned IP tackle 

 

- MySQL & FTP 

 

- Free internet hosting 

 

- Automatic backup 

 

- DDoS protection 

 

 

CubedHost is devoted to providing customers with a robust device for setting up and

managing Minecraft servers. They also can load modpacks, swap Minecraft models, and add

information with ease utilizing Prisma, the corporate's custom control panel.
 

With CubeHost, your server is immediately set up and available after the registration course

of. Moreover, their user-friendly and robust management Panel is offered for all plans,

facilitating the administration of your server.
 

The Minecraft server hosting firm additionally ensures 99.9% uptime for all servers. With 15

data centers in 9 international locations, including the US, Australia and France, CubeHost

has a low latency time for clean sport time.
 

Your security can also be a priority for CubeHost. Your server is protected from DDoS

assaults and has a SSL certificate that encrypts all your data. CubeHost also performs each

day backups to make sure that your gamers have entry to the newest version of your

Minecraft world.
 

Yet, one important downside is the low buyer satisfaction score on their buyer assist. Based

on person opinions, the waiting time for his or her customer assist group is longer than their

competitors, which could be irritating when facing a problem.
 

CubedHost has 19 totally different plans ranging from $3.93/month for 768MB of RAM to

$62.91/month for 12 GB of RAM. You can even choose to pay each 3 months to save 5% or

every 6 months for a 10% low cost.
 

With a big variety of month-to-month plans, CubeHost ensures that all your wants and

preferences are met. However, the subscription plans are more expensive than other

competitors of the trade.
 

Customer Overview
 

Professionals



 

- 15 information centers throughout the globe 

 

- 99.9% uptime 

 

- Person-pleasant management panel 

 

- DDoS security and automated backups 

 

- Instant arrange 

 

 

Cons
 

- Lengthy waiting occasions for buyer support 

 

- Low buyer satisfaction rating 

 

 

What Features To Search for In One of the best Minecraft Hosting Companies?
 

Several Minecraft Server Hosting providers supply completely different options to cater for

the wants and preferences of all purchasers. However, there are important tools that you

need to look for in a subscription plan. Below is a listing of the crucial options you need for a

robust Minecraft server.
 

1. Processor
 

Processing time is required for almost all internet functions, but this is particularly true in

gaming environments. Processing time is measured in clock cycles in actual-world conditions

(hence the presentation as MHz or GHz).
 

Servers for internet hosting are often outfitted with many, environment friendly processors.

The amount of processor time you get is set by the plans offered by your internet host. The

processor time on shared hosting is shared amongst all accounts.
 

However, VPS or cloud hosting plans give users unique entry to these companies. From our

checklist, Hostinger and ScalaCube supply the perfect VPS internet hosting plans at

inexpensive prices.
 

2. Memory
 

RAM (random entry reminiscence) is a type of unstable storage that is used to run packages.

Whenever you send a request to your server, it loads information into reminiscence so it

might process it sooner. If in case you have less memory than you need, servers could need



to swap information in and out of RAM extra usually, resulting in decreased performance.
 

Shared internet hosting, like processing time, depends on a broad memory pool that is

shared by multiple accounts. VPS or cloud plans provide customers with dedicated memory.

The quantity can differ depending on the host and plan you choose.
 

3. Storage Type And Area
 

While Minecraft is not a very storage-intensive recreation, getting an SSD will assist speed

up the performance if you're running a Minecraft server. However, be aware of the potential

variations in this area.
 

Some internet hosts can have SSD-based mostly server applications (such because the

working system and web server software program) when storing your data on conventional

onerous drives. This is distinct from offering a whole SSD solution through which all

information is stored on the SSD. Shockbyte, GG Servers, and Host Havoc provide the

perfect SSD solutions in their plans.
 

4. Server Location
 

Server location is potentially one in every of the most important points of your Minecraft

hosting server. It is important to contemplate the server's internet hosting position. High

latency can be attributable to a server that's situated far away from the gamers (lag).
 

There's not a lot you are able to do about it if you are hosting players from all over the planet.

Choose a web host with servers in or close to that space if you're hosting in a more localized

sense (maybe for gamers in a specific country/region). MCProHosting is the perfect with its

23 data centers across the globe for extremely low latency.
 

5. Minecraft-Particular Help
 

Some net hosts have dedicated internet hosting plans for Minecraft servers. Help with set up

and configuration is a standard example of this form of service. We suggest Shockbyte

because it has a greater overall Minecraft assist than its competitors.
 

6. Upkeep
 

Generally, the server should always be out there; in any other case, gamers will go away,

take their sport elsewhere, and you'll lose cash. FTP entry for switching between mods and

an online-based mostly control panel are two important features for the upkeep of your

server. Bisect Hosting, Nodecraft and CubeHost all offer FTP entry with person-friendly

management panels.
 

7. Support
 



Even the very best hosting corporations cannot assure that something won't go mistaken.

Having fast customer service can be vital, whether or not you're unable to adjust a vital

setting or want assistance defending towards issues comparable to a DDoS assault.
 

Bisect Internet hosting and Server.Professional are known for his or her efficient and fast

customer help group. With Minecraft Server Hosting professionals, you're guaranteed

professional help for any issues.
 

8. Straightforward Configuration
 

You don't wish to waste time and be irritated by a lengthy setup process, so suppliers that

make it easy and quick to get started are clearly appealing. Be certain that the hosting

company provides you full management over your server so you can also make any required

changes to settings and so forth.
 

Apex Hosting, Hostinger and CubedHost present instantaneous set up servers which might

be ready to make use of after the registration course of. You may as well customise your

server by adding Modpacks or plug-ins to your server.
 

9. Hardware
 

When playing online multiplayer games, the value of hardware cannot be overstated.

Minecraft will be challenging when it comes to hardware for those who plan on getting

several players with completely different mods. So as to keep your multiplayer surroundings

optimized, you may need to decide on the right form of processor to handle such heavy

hardware requirements.
 

The hardware would undoubtedly be a deciding factor when it comes to selecting a internet

hosting supplier on your Minecraft server. Nodecraft is the best Minecraft Hosting server with

its custom-built hardware and data centers.
 

10. Contract Size
 

Some Minecraft hosting companies demand that you pay for several months prematurely.

Although it can save you money through the use of a good Minecraft internet hosting firm,

you will have to pay a large sum upfront. If that's the case, seek for alternatives that cost a

month-to-month subscription charge or a pay-as-you-go possibility, resembling ServerMiner.
 

11. Mods Allowed And Included
 

Minecraft mods will alter the game's interface and add new sources for players to make use

of when exploring the world. Make it possible for the gameserver hosting supplier has the

best Minecraft mods obtainable, or customizable Modpacks.
 

ServerMiner stands out from the competition since it helps more than 50,000 mods and



allows you to customise your individual modpacks. Nonetheless, it is best to be aware that

the premium plans supply a greater number of modpacks than the fundamental ones.
 

12. Latency
 

In terms of latency, the location of your server will be essential. The server's location can

influence not only the overall tempo, but in addition the time it takes for the transmission of

information. Latency and server location are significantly essential if you want to launch a

server that's geared toward a world audience.
 

MCProHosting has 23 knowledge centers situated in several continents around the world to

reduce the latency period. You may also select which knowledge middle you want to attach

your server for international gamers.
 

13. Automated Backups
 

To run its automated backups, the server site doesn't want any particular requests (a guide

choice should even be available for on-demand backups). On server internet hosting sites,

make certain to read the advantageous print.
 

For a few of them to impose higher limits (on the quantity of backups that may be saved),

automated backups would nonetheless require manual installation; otherwise, you threat

overwriting old backups with new ones.
 

It should also be straightforward to get better from a backup and even simpler if you can do it

without contacting the server hosting site's support group. Usually, the most effective net

hosts have backups as a part of your hosting package, while others charge for them. Bisect

Hosting and Server.Pro provide day by day automated backups which can be included in

their monthly plans.
 

Minecraft Server Hosting FAQ
 

Since you now understand what options to look for in a Minecraft Server Hosting plan, you

will have some pertinent questions. We answered probably the most frequent questions

requested to provide you with a deeper perception on Minecraft server hosting.
 

Minecraft classic is free to play on an internet browser and doesn't require any obtain. It's the

first version of Minecraft and enables 9 players to join your sport.
 

The new version of Minecraft, however, is simply free for a limited time and the length varies

from device to system. The total and new model of Minecraft is just not free. It costs $26.95

for Pc and $6.Ninety nine for Android and iOS, as a pocket version.
 

Whereas there are some opportunities to host a Minecraft server for free, they come with so

many downsides like poor security and low to no assist. Hosting a correct Minecraft server is



just not free but it surely isn’t expensive both.
 

For as little as $2.50 a month you may rent a server from Minecraft server hosting suppliers.

Server.Professional has a free plan that features a twin-core CPU, 1GB of reminiscence and

SSD storage. The free plan is sufficient to assist up to 20 players but could be subjected to

excessive latency.
 

To run a single server you need a minimum of 1 GB of RAM. The bigger the servers, the

more RAM you will want. Nonetheless, modded servers want more RAM than a normal

Minecraft server. Due to this fact, it is recommended to have at the very least 3 GB of RAM

for any modded server.
 

One of the best hosting service is offered by Shockbyte. All of their plans offer:
 

- 100% of uptime - All community outages are covered by their SLA 

- Guaranteed DDOS protection - Even when they can not cease an attack, you might be

coated by the SLA 

- On the spot setup - Their automated system will instantly activate your new server. 

- 24/7 assist - The assist group is consistently current to help you with something 

- Free subdomain - You get to choose a customized IP together with your server name at no

cost
 

It is nice to note that the basic plan begins at only $2.5/month and they even allow you to pay

quarterly, semi-annually or yearly. Shockbyte positively stands out from its rivals. due to its

superior and state-of-the-art hardware.
 

The very best free Minecraft server host is ScalaCube. Their free plan comes with:
 

- 1 participant slot 

- 3 GB of RAM 

- 2 x 3.4 GHz CPUs 

- 30 GB of SSD storage 

- 1 game server
 

It is certainly price it should you wish to play by your self or a small number of players since

no other hosting supplier would provide such features for free. If you wish to expand your

servers, ScalaCube’s paid plans are reasonably priced. Actually, for $2.50/month, you get

limitless recreation servers.
 

The price of hosting a Minecraft server varies depending on quite a few variables like:
 

- The number of customers 

- The reminiscence 

- Whether or not mods are allowed and obtainable
 



Renting a Minecraft server could be free if you're searching for essentially the most

fundamental plans with minimal options. These options are only sustainable for only a few

gamers and are not likely really useful. Paid plans start as little as $2.5/month and might go

up to over $80/month for extra superior options.
 

The price of internet hosting a Minecraft server will boil all the way down to what sort of

server it's worthwhile to rent. Take a look at the above checklist of the essential options for a

Minecraft server. From there, you'd know what options you need the most and would orient

you in direction of an appropriate plan.
 

Since Minecraft is a Java-based mostly game, the very first thing we'll do is be certain you're

running the latest model of Java. In case you want more assistance with Java editions, Bisect

Internet hosting supplies specific help on the matter.
 

When signing up for a subscription plan on a Minecraft Server Hosting supplier, the host will

instantaneously create a server for you. Nonetheless, the server might not be already

custom-made.
 

The control panel will provide help to manage and management the performance of your

Minecraft server. Additionally, some Minecraft Hosting firms, like ServerMiner, help

Modpacks, personalized Modpacks, and plug-ins to personalize your server.
 

Launch Your Private Minecraft Server in Minutes
 

Now that you've reached the end of our Minecraft Server Hosting information, the only thing

left for you is to launch your personal Minecraft server. Most Minecraft hosts robotically

design a server for you and provide additional plug-ins and modpacks to customize your

server.
 

If you're occupied with a big number of modpacks, ServerMiner offers greater than 50,000

modpacks and customized servers of their premium packages. Luckily, the premium

packages are reasonably priced compared to different rivals.
 

For an enhanced efficiency and smooth gaming experience, Shockbyte is the proper

Minecraft Internet hosting Server for you. With a assured 100% uptime, you're assured that

your server will at all times be accessible to your players.
 

Apex Hosting is right for newbies and novices who don't understand the full gear of Minecraft

servers. The host offers video tutorials and 24/7 support for any questions that you'll have

concerning your server.
 

With its budget-pleasant packages and free plan, ScalaCube affords free additions together

with a free subdomain. You might be also guaranteed unlimited player slots and extremely

low latency at inexpensive prices.


